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Selective Service To Use
Voluntary Deferment Test
O F F IC IA L S at Appleton’s Selective Service board 53
have received a notice from Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
director of the Selective Service, that voluntary tests and
class standings will be reintro
duced as draft deferrment cri
teria.
AT THIS TIME the local board
has received no more information
than is presently being circulated
by the news media.
Students will apply for the test,
and testing dates will be set up.
A screening system similar to
that used during the Koeran war
should be operating by spring,
The Korean war system, abandon
ed in 1963, allowed students to
volunteer for three-hour, multiplechoice exams developed by the
Educational Testing Service of
Princeton, N. J . ..
The passing score in the 100question test was 70 for under
graduates for 80 for graduate stu
dents. Freshmen in the top half,
sophomores in the top two-thirds,
and juniors and seniors in the top
three-fourths of their class were
exempt during the Korean war.

THERE are presently two types
of student deferment; a statutory
deferment (I-S> designed to per
mit a student who meets certain
criteria to complete high school
or an academic year in college,
and a deferment (II-S) authoriz
ed by regulation.
Deferment in Class I-S is avail
able to the college student if he
is satisfactorily pursuing a full
time course of instruction at the
time he receives his order to re
port for induction, and has not
previously had this deferment.
Local boards defer in Class
II-S registrants whose activity in
study is found by the board to be
necessary to the maintenance of
the national health, safety, or in
terest.
Most students are summarily
classified II-S by their local
board. S. Scott Pengelly, assist
ant dean of men, will answer any
questions about the draft.

Saltzman Completes Termi
Senate Votes Against NSA
T H E STU DENT SEN A T E held its last meeting with
Mark Saltzman as president last Monday. Saltzman ex
pressed his thanks for the cooperation of all who have
served on Student Senate.
THE ELECTION for the new
president will be held Monday,
Feb. 7. WLFM will interview the
candidates at 11:15 p.m. on Sun
day, Feb. 6 . At this time, stu
dents may call the station and
direct questions to the candi
dates.
The installation of the new
president will take place at 8
p.m. on Monday, Feb. 7, in Riverivew lounge. Dr. Curtis Tarr
will give a short talk. Everyone
Is invited to attend. There will
be no regular Student Senate
meeting that night.
Petitions with at least fifty sig
natures for vice-president and
treasurer must be turned in by
midnight Wednesday, Feb. 9, to
Mark Saltzman.
ANYONE who has not received
an Encampment petition may get
one from any member of the
Steering board. Students are urg
ed to turn in their petitions as
soon as possible. Sunday, Feb. 20,
is the deadline.
It was announced that several
major airlines have issued a
half-fare plan for people from
12 to 22 years of age to travel on
first class flights on a stand-by
basis. The plan is not effective
daring peak travel seasons.
Applications for the TWA pro
gram may be obtained from
Mark Saltzman and those for
United Airlines will be made
available through Student Sen
ate.
FURTHER plans for Winter
Weekend were also discussed at
the meeting. Students wishing to
go on the ski trip to Marquette,
Michigan, must have paid a $15
deposit at the business office be
fore Friday, Feb. 4. Buses will
leave at 7 p.m. on Thursday,
Feb. 10.
The Lawrentian article last
week concerning the use of the
gym, library and Union over
Winter Weekend was in error.
These facilities will be open and
their time schedules will be post

ed soon. The Union hours will be
extended one hour Thursday
night.
The Student-Faculty commit
tee issued a resolution concern
ing the position of honor dorms
at Lawrence. The group feels
that honor dorms, without social
privileges, are valuable intellec
tual and social forces on cam
pus.
THE COMMITTEE members
did not see any connection be
tween social and academic privi
leges in relation to honor dorms
but urged that the administration
provide separate housing for the
members of the honor dorms.
The advantages and disadvan
tages of membership in the Na
tional Student association were
discussed during the meeting.
The investigating and evaluating
committee recommended
that
Lawrence should not affiliate
with NSA. A motion to this ef
fect was made and carried.

Faculty Piano Duo
Return From Tour
Conservatory faculty duo-pianists Clyde Duncan, professor of
music, and Theodore Rehl, assis
tant professor of music, have just
completed a series of engage
ments in Wisconsin, Rhode Island
and Colorado cities.
The pianists were heard on
January 12 in Newport, R. I., on
January 16 in Green Bay, and on
January 19-20 in Canon City and
Longmont, Colo.
Their Green Bay appearance
featured a performance of the
Saint-Saëns “Carnival of the An
imals.” This appearance also fea
tured a solo group including the
Pantomime from “El Amor Brujo,” by de Falla, and “Triana,”
by Albeniz. The latter work was
arranged for two pianos by Dun
can.

Norman Thomas Discusses
Civil Rights, Poverty, War
LAST T U E S D A Y evening Norman Thomas, long-time leader and present honorary
president of the American Socialist party, spoke to a large audience in the chapel. The
speech, originally scheduled for the Riverview lounge but moved to accommodate an
overflow crowd, was a remark
suggested, in wholehearted en
able demonstration of Thomas’s
forcement of existing laws and
vitality and personal magnetism
a change of spirit in many of our
at the age of 81.
people.
TAKING for his theme "What
Turning to poverty and social
Are the Answers?” , the nearly
justice, Thomas said that in 1932
blind dean of American social
he would not have believed we
ists considered the three general
would achieve our present level
topics of civil rights and liber
of affluence under capitalism,
ties, the need for the elimination
but he asserted that th;s afflu
of poverty and the achievement
ence has not been equitably dis
of social justice, and the prob
tributed. Very few answers are
lem of war in the world.
wholly satisfactory in attempt
He began by remarking that
ing to deal with the extremes of
since his undergraduate days
great luxury and bitter poverty
there has
been unbelievable
that exist in our nation.
technological progress; but there
is a greater feeling of individual
REMARKING that he is less
frustration, fear and anxiety.
concerned now with the effects
There are no easy answers, but
of automation than he was a
the youth of today must search
year ago, he said we still must
for them.
plan for the changing world of
Thomas praised the recent
tomorrow and pointed to the so
progress in civil rights but de
cialist idea of conscious plan
plored the fact that it took so
ning for the good of all as an
long to achieve. He credited a
absolute necessity in our rapid
large part of the ehanges to
ly-changing society.
the courts and to the social con
The six-time presidential can
sciousness of some of America’s
didate applauded the modified
youth.
welfare state we have in this
AT THE same time, he warn
country but called for efforts to
ed, there seems to be an increas
bring about greater social justice
ing threat to civil liberties from
to all people. We cannot, how
groups that resort to threats and
ever, achieve the “ Great .So
terror tactics to achieve their
ciety” unless we can banish the
purposes. While recognizing the
fear of war from the world, he
existence of violence and terror
asserted.
in the past, he still feels th^re
Saying that a balance of power
has been a deterioration and
has not worked in the past and
that great danger to society lies
a balance of terror cannot work
in an increasing tendency to re
forever, Thomas criticized our
sort to violence at less and less
efforts to act as “ God’s police
provocation.
men” all over the world. Citing
The basic path to progress in
the Dominican Republic and
civil rights presently lies, he Viet Nam as places where we

have blundered in our use of
force, he called for profound
changcs in our attitudes and
|)olicies.
IN VIET NAM, he said, the
first steps must be the realiza
tion that it is basically a civil
war and the recognition of »he
Viet Cong as our major opponent
and the |x>tential negotiator. Em
phasizing that we must seek
negotiations with increasing zeal,
Thomas foresaw that our pres
ent course could only lead to in
discriminate bombing and, ulti
mately, genocide.
Making a point which he said
he considered the most impor
tant of his speech, Thomas warn
ed that our worst error at the
present time Ls our attempt to
ignore China.
He called the
task of learning to get along
with China possibly the most dif
ficult one now facing us and
called for an end to our support
of Chiang Kai-shek, who, Thom
as asserted, represents only our
seventh fleet.
In conclusion, the remarkably
vibrant elder statesman called
on the student generation to real
ize that we must find alternatives
to war. The answers we find can
not come wholly from either
emotion or detached rationality.
But we must find answers, even
when they fail to come easily;
and we must find them soon.
THOMAS eagerly fielded ques
tions from the audience after his
Conti'ntu rf On ,\ext Pat*

Benowicz Scores Apathy»
Norman Thomas
Absence of Communication
Continued from Page 1

By BONNIE BRYANT
Of the L a w re n tia n Staff

THE BASIS of Bill Benowicz’s platform in his cam
paign for the presidency of Student Senate is that the Sen
ate is faced with two problems: student apathy and lack
of communication with the fac

B ILL BENOW ICZ

Junior Year Abroad & Graduate
Studies at Sorbonne
Total Cost Entire School Year — $1235
Includes lound trip flight New York, Paris departing
September 26, returns June 27. Share lovely apart
ment, 2 meals daily & all university fees, offer limited.

W r it e ...M . M cIN T O S H
Rlaklocksvagen 20, Lidingo, Stockholm, Sweden

Take 5 . . . and swing out refreshed.
Coca-Cola — with its bright lively lift,
big bold taste,
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B o ttle d u n d e r the a u th o rity o f The C o c » £ o l a C om pan y b y :

LaSalle Bottling Company, Oshkosh. Wisconsin

ulty and administration.
IN ORDER to deal with apathy,
Benowicz proposes a complete
re-evaluation of Student Senate.
This would come from the rep
resentatives working in small
groups. He wants not a struc
tural, but a philosophical reevaluation. for ‘‘Student Senate
is now drifting. It needs a set of
goals and areas around which
to work.”
Following this renovation, Ben
owicz would provide a means
through which to work. He holds
that when the representatives
have set up their own ideals
“ then I can reasonably demand
of them a sense of responsibility
to me and to their constituen
cies ”
In this way, not only will he be
able to help
with problems
among the students, but also
with the faculty and administra
tion. Through this, he feels he
would become a channel of com
munication.
ACCORDING to Benowicz, this
type of communication can hard
ly help but to extend to the en
tire student body resulting in a
greater participation. Thus the
apathy which plagues the Stu
dent Senate would at least in
part be eradicated.
Benowicz feels that the presi
dent is the key to Student Sen
ate’s effectiveness. In order to
promote this “the president has
to make sure that these avenues
of communication
are
kept
open."
Benowicz intends to continue
playing football. In doing this,
he will be required to delegate
power to his vice president. He
feels that through this, the "tal
ents of this person can be ex
ploited and explored.’’
THE philosophy of his plat
form lies in the effectiveness of
Student Senate. Once the stu
dents realize that the senate has
the potential to work for their
aims then it can and it will, says
Benowicz. He believes that with
student backing and participation
the organization will achieve
and maintain effectiveness.
He notes many similarities be
tween his platform and that of
his opponent, Craig Harris. For
example, they both want to im
prove the standing committees
and have both proposed a grad
uate school conference. Yet, he
believes that there is a very
basic and important difference
in that he sees many problems in
Student Senate as it stands;
Harris, he says, does not.
Benowicz particularly wants
to continue the academic affairs
discussion groups. He feels that
this was a "tremendous achieve
ment in opening up new avenues
of communication between the
students and the administration.’'
IIE HOPES to be able to ex
pand the Associated Colleges of
the Midwest. Benowicz maintains
that this can be used effectively
in areas such as the coordination
of speakers. In general, he holds
that much can be learned from

these colleges.
One of his primary proposals
is the establishment of office
hours for the officers of Student
Senate. He wants the represen
tatives to feel that he is avail
able to them. This, he believes,
is an important part of the set
up which would permit him to
be a means through which the
senate can work toward its goals.
In this way, Benowicz feels
that he will be able to deal with
the matters which come up on
the floor of the senate. If a stu
dent brings a problem to him
during his office hours, he can
look into the facts of the situat:on before the meeting. "The
only way you can have mean
ingful debate is if you have
knowledgeable
action
before
hand.”
HE WANTS to set up a calen
dar for his entire year of office.
This would be to avoid day to
day planning, which, he believes
leads to confusion.
Benowicz would like to be able
to bring the alumni into the Law
rence community. He feels that
they would be willing to help us
in whatever capacity they can
if they understand that we want
their help. One area in which
they could help is with vocational
planning.
The basic goal of Benowicz’s
platform is to make the Student
Senate an integral part of the
Lawrence campus. The struc
ture, he says, is adequate, there
fore "the problem must be with
the caliber of the work that is
done in the Student Senate.”
Benowicz believes that this is a
result of the loss of clear gfols,
and therefore, if this is correct
ed, the problems of the senate
should be righted.

Duesing Wins
Opera Audition
Dale Duesing won the eastern
Wisconsin auditions of the Metro
politan Opera National councl
held Saturday, Jan. 2 in Milwau
kee.
The baritone won the $150 first
prize and a $100 Adolph C. Bo!z
award for the continuation of his
musical education.
Duesing will compete in the
regional auditions in Minneapolis
on Tuesday. Feb. 22. If he wins
the regional contest, he will com
pete in New York in March.
Last spring, Duesing won the
men’s student division of a com
petition sponsored by the National
Federation of Music Clubs, ap
pearing in Miami, before the ra
tional organization.
In the fall, he won the semi-fi
nals of a contest sponsored by
Chicago radio station VVGN, and
as a result will appear Monday,
Feb. 21 on the Chicago Lyric op
era stage for the finals.
Duesing studies with Mari Taniguchi, who has been his accom
panist in his competitions.

speech. In the course of his an
swers
he
praised Staughton
Lynd’s trip to North Viet Nam
as "a gallant effort” and con
demned the Logan Act. He went
on to justify his hope for a
workable treaty in Viet Nam on
the mutual interest involved and
the growth of the spirit of inter
national co-operation.
Further questions gave him an
opportunity to defend socialized
medicine as a system that is
popular where it has been insti
tuted and to praise the “ New
Left” for its service in “stirring
up excitement” but also to con
demn it for some of its methods.
In what he referred to as “a
benediction” following the ques
tions, Thomas reiterated the fact
that he did not come to give an
swers to the problems of today
but merely to point out the
pressing questions and suggest
possible answers. He left the re
sponsibility for seeking the an
swers and working for them with
his audience.

Women s Honorary
Will Fete Scholars
Mortar Board’s annual “Smarty
Party” banquet will be held at
6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 8 in Colman to honor women students
with the highest scholastic aver
ages for the last two terms.
Margaret S. Gilbert, professor
of biology, will speak on “Other
Lives to Live.”
Five students from each class
will attend. Except for the fresh
men women, whose grades are
determined only by the first term,
the averages were a result of last
year’s third term and the present
first term grades. All averages
were between 2.79 and 3.0.
The five senior women are Jan
Van Heurck, Bonnie Booth, Eliza
beth Berg, Nan Orthmann and
Kay Christensen. Juniors include
Nora Bailey, Carol Johnson, Chris
Kaufman, Bobbie Paterson and
Jan Schmalfeldt.
Beth Boardway, Candy Jones.
Nancy Johnson, Sally Hickerson
and Sandy Reising will represent
the sophomore class. The fresh
men are Ellen Beaudreau, Desta
Burke, Adrienne Kulieke, Melody
Kyser, and Linda Schreiber.

WLFM
Program Notes
SATURDAY
1:15 State and local news
1:20 Wrestling live from Alex
ander gym
4:00 Easy Listening
5:00 Research report: "Public
Information on Cancer Re
search”
5:30 Saturday Concert
7:15 State and local news
7:20 Nite Life: Variety
8:30 London Echo
8:45 Nite Life
9:45 BBC World Echo
10:00 Nite Life
SUNDAY
1:45 State and local news
1:50 Sounds of the World Stage
6:30 State and local news
6:35 Dinner Musicale

Prescriptions
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Harris Favors Action
Toward Small Things

University Issues
DropOut Statement
The Lawrence administrative
staff has issued the following pol
icy statement concerning drop
outs returning in the fall.
“ Because of the alw:iys-larger
enrollment in the first term each
year, students who drop out of
school will not in general be per
mitted to return in the fall term
15)66.
“ Exceptions will be made for
those who left last spring and ar
ranged then to be out a year.
“Students who drop out should
be aware of the summer session
and the possibility it affords to
take one-three courses. By attend
ing in either the summer of 1966
or 1967, or both, most people who
drop out can make up credit lost.
“ If a male student who drops
out in the third term were to take
two or three courses in the sum
mer school and then enroll in the
winter and spring terms next
year, the registrar could certify
to Selective Service that he was
in full-time attendance for the
year.”

By NANCY KAPLAN
Of the L a w re n tia n Staff

IN HIS CANDIDACY for Student Senate presidency,
Craig-Harris cites as his theme “this attitude of action to
wards the small things” on campus about which the presi
dent and the senate should be
constantly
aware.
To follow
through with this awareness,
Harris feels the officers and sen
ate should find ways in which
they can act to benefit the stu
dents and fulfill the latter’s de
sires about university matters.
IN ESSENCE, Harris main
tains that to arouse students in
to realizing the potential powers
of the senate and using them to
their own advantage, the senate
must actually achieve something
to prove its effectiveness in stu
dent affairs.
Harris suggests that the presi
dent should encourage senate of
ficers to spend time talking in
formally with students outside
meetings and getting opinions
and suggestions for senate busi
ness. In this way the senate will
discover what students them
selves want acted upon and can
bring these matters to the at
tention of the body which can
most effectively accomplish their
needs.
Harris points out that individ
ual or small group agitation fre
quently receives quick though
negative response from the ad
ministration, and thus is prema
turely subdued.
HARRIS believes that if many
of these student concerns were
to be channeled through the sen
ate, and presented more official
ly to the administration with
positive backing of a represen
tative group the chance for suc
cess would be far greater.
“Student opinion should be the
basis of Student Senate action/’
and it is the duty of the officers
as the elected representatives of
the students to initiate action
which is in accord with the wish
es of the students.
Harris goes on to say that “ the
communication must flow both
way* — ideas coming from stu
dents and being acted upon by
the senate and its officers, ideas
flowing from these groups and
being judged by the student
body.”
HARRIS emphasizes that he
wanL« “people to learn what Stu
dent Senate can do for them and
to use it accordingly. It is when
students learn this that the cur
rent apathy toward student gov
ernment will diminish.”
When asked about the phil
osophy of his platform, Harris
replies, “ If there is a philosoph
ical question in the campaign it
Î6 the question of the president
as leader or follower.”
He answers this question with
the opinion that the president
must be both. He must offer con
structive and imaginative ideas
in the many capacities in which
he serves, while at the same time
and with equal enthusiasm the

president must act on the ideas
and wishes expressed by the sen
ate and student body.
TO THE question of what he
considers the main difference
between his own and his oppon
ent, Bill Benowicz’s platform,
Harris points to the fact ¿hat
Benovvicz “ wants to go back and
build up from the ground and
find out what is wrong with Stu
dent Senate and find out what
the students want and recon
struct it.”
Harris, on the other hand, is
of the opinion that “ the only way
we can alleviate the ‘apathy prob
lem’ is for Student Senate to
show students it can do thiugs
beneficial to them,” not just act
in organizational capacities.
To the question of what major
accomplishments of the last year
Harris would choose as president
to continue and encourage fur
ther, he lists the establishment
of the academic affairs discus
sion group, t h e
Viet Nam
conference sort of event and the
increased speakers program.
HE IS also in favor of the con
cept, introduced last year by
Mark Saltzman, of forming an
association of colleges in the
midwest, and realizes that many
basic details must still be under
taken.
As to proposals of his own that
Harris would like to stress, he
chooses to elaborate upon his
idea for a monthly open meeting
for all interested students with
President Tarr or one of the
deans. He emphasizes the effec
tiveness with which questions
can be posed and answered di
rectly in such an atmosphere.
The seven proposals outlined
in his platform are what Harris
hopes to give special emphasis
if elected. They would provide
much of the needed demonstra
tion of Student Senate power and
concern for the student body. He
hopes they would help to en
courage students to participate
in and use the senate to their
own benefit.
Through his proposals and gen
eral philosophy, Harris feels his
attitude toward action and ini
tiation of student-oriented activi
ties is representative of student
interest, and he hopes that this
wiil in turn stimulate Student
Senate activity and progress.
CAMPAIGN BROADCAST

The two candidates for pres
ident of the Student Senate will
appear live on a special
WLFM program Sunday at 11
p.m. Listeners will be able to
phone in questions, ext. 525.

BANKING HOURS
The business office has an
nounced that banking hours
as well as office hours are 812 a.m. and 1-5 p.m. weekdays.
The office is closed Saturdays.

CRAIG H ARRIS

Station Extends AM »
AM-FM Simulcasts
In the past few weeks WLFM
has increased its AM audience by
the addition of two new transmit
ters in Sage and Brokaw. Pre
viously only Plantz, Trever and
Alsted house c o u l d
receive
WLFM-AM.
All of WLFM's FM programs
are now broadcast on AM simul
taneously. After 11 p.m. nightly
WLFM-AM, 580 kc, features rock
’n’roll.
WLFM will start broadcasting
on Saturdays February 5. The
new Saturday broadcast schedule
will feature music, sports, news
and informative programs. For a
complete listing of the new sched
ule. readers should see the WLFM
program notes in this paper.

Dietrich To Discuss
European Sabbatical
“Sketching in East and West
Germany” is the title of a Phi
Beta Kappa lecture to be given
by Thomas M. Dietrich. Lawrence
artist-in-residence, at 8 p.m. Wed
nesday, Feb. 16, in Worchester Art
center.
The program concerns Diet
rich’s experiences in the academ
ic year 1964-65 while on a sabbat
ical trip to Europe. There he was
engaged in sketching as prepar
ation for a series of paintings to
be done for the Aid Association
for Lutherans.
Subjects of the paintings are
sites related to the life of Martin
Luther.
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STUDENT’S
FEBRUARY SPECIAL
Take Advantage of These Savings

B lbs. Laundry........... ................75c
Shirts with above...........................20c
Shirts alone...................................... 25c
PROMPT

SERVICE

RE 4 5674

HELLER'S LAUNDERETTE
Daily Pick-up and Delivery

minimi

Paperbacks: Noonday Readers Guide Series
DYLAN THOMAS by William York Tindall
JAMES JOYCE by William York Tindall
JOSEPH CONRAD by Frederick R. Karl
TWENTIETH CENTURY ENGLISH NOVELS
by Frederick Karl and Marvin Magalaner
JOHN MILTON by Marjorie Nicolson

GEOFFREY C HAUCER by Muriel Bowden
HERMAN M E L V IL L E by James E. Miller, Jr.
W IL L IA M FAULKNER by Edmond L. Volpe
NINETEENTH CENTURY BRITISH NOVELS
Now in Stock — JAMES BOND Series by Ian Fleming
in French

Conkev's Book Store

CALENDAR!
Saturday, Feb. 5—
Swimming vs. Cornell. 1:30 p.
m., Pool
Wrestling vs. Ripon, 1:30 p.m.,
Gym
One Act plays, “ No Exit” and
“ I Spy” , 7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 6—
Film Classics, ‘‘The Trial”
(French, American), 2 and
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 8—
Freshman Studies lecture, E.
Graham Waring, 10:40 a.m.
Mortar Board, Smarty Party,
7 p.m.

LWA To Announce
Best Loved Seniors
Lawrence Women’s asociation
will conduct its annual “ Best Lov
ed” banquet Tuesday, Feb. 22. At
this time the four senior “Best
Loved” women will be presented.
Girls may obtain tickets at each
house and in the women’s dorms
from floor representatives.
Committee chairmen include in
vitations, Anne Stuart; voting,
Sue Skaros; programs. Gwen
Stanfield; decorations, M u f f y
Greenwold; entertainment, J o
Meeker, publicity; Jan Ahrensfeld. The chairmen are Nora
Bailey and Sue Dudley.

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
for appointment

Dial 9-1805
231 E. College Ave.

Appleton, Wis.

F-A-S-T
F ilm
Processing
•

Larj?e selection of Portable
Tape Recorders.

•

Kodoehrome and
Kodacolor — Two Day
Service.

•

Black and white,
BrouRht in by 9 a.ra.
Ready same day.

CONTEM PORARY
G R E E T IN G CARDS

ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.

Opera Theatre ‘Ruddigore1 I PLACEMENT CALENDAR j
Offers Sparkling Evening
By BRU CE H. S E Y M O U R
LA ST W E E K ’S production of Gilbert and Sullivan’s “Ruddigore” by the Lawrence
Opera threatre was consistently fine as to completely merit the sold-out houses it drew.
Almost with exception, the cast was both visually and vocally well-suited to their roles
and the smooth, well-rehearsed
nature of the whole production
made for an eminently enjoyable
evening.
Mr. John Koopman, the direc
tor, had cast the major roles ex
tremely well and to him goes the
credit for the overall brightness
and nearly faultless assurance
of the performance.
HIS WORK was evidenced rot
only by the fine visual and vocal
casting but also by the excellent
diction of the performers in the
songs and dialogue, the effec
tiveness of the stage action, and
the unfaltering forward move
ment of the whole production.
His direction did a good job
of overcoming the problems of
theatre-in-the-round, and his sol
utions were effective without be
ing obvious.
The only time the nature of the
stage seemed troublesome was
during the patter songs when the
words were largely unintelligible
unless the singer happened to be
facing the listener.
THIS, however, was only a
momentary annoyance and to a
certain extent the second act trio
which assets that “ patter doesn’t
really matter” is right.
Otherwise, both the singing and
the stage action successfully cop
ed with the lack of a proscenium.
The opera makes its greatest
demands upon the actors taking
the role of Ruthven Murgatroyd,
and Kort Ploshay handled the
part with an assurance and
steadiness that set the keynote
for the production.
HE HAS a fine voice, and he
used it skillfully and effectively
throughout what was, for him, a
busy evening.
Although his characterization
of the disguised baronet some
times seemed to need a little
more spontaneity, it was con
sistently fine and set a level of
coherence and competence for
the rest of the cast to live up to.
A» his sometimes-true love,

Th e

Rose Maybud, Karen Hicks play
ed and sang the part of the
slightly Machiavellian
ingenue
beautifully. She had just the
right touch of affected inno
cence; and if her voice seemed
a bit small occasionally, it was
in keeping with Rose’s over
studied gentility.
JOHN FRENCH took the role
of Richard Dauntless, Ruthven’s
sea-faring
foster-brother,
and
displayed a very pleasant but
small and light tenor voice.
He made the good-hearted if
impulsive British tar completely
aptpeallng and his appearance
complemented his characteriza
tion. At times he seemed hard
put to grapple with some of the
higher-lying passages, but com
pletely satisfying tenor voices
are always rare.
The third brother, the evil
baronet Despard, was Tom East
man, who threw himself into the
role of the unwilling villain with
a flair and a pleasant dash of
ham that gave him an immediate
rapport with his audience and
made him the comic mainstay of
the evening.
IN HIS entrance aria on open
ing night, his ability to act with
his voice was marvelous. Al
though the voice seems some
what uneven and perhaps a little
unwieldly, Eastman used it most
effectively throughout the per
formance.
He presented what was gener
ally the best integrated and most
satisfying characterization of the
evening. Occasionally his comedy
lost a little of its subtlety, but it
was almost unremittingly good.
As his slightly unbalanced fi
ancee, Sheila Pernot was a fine
Mad Margaret. Her opening aria
seemed to misfire to a certain
extent, but a good part of this
can be blamed on the fact that
Sullivan’s parody of the mad
maidens of Italian opera has lost
a lot of its immediacy to today's

MALIBUS

SATURDAY NIGHT

The V A N - T E L L S
NEXT SATURDAY — FEBRUARY 12th

audience.
IT WASN’T until she and Des
pard were united that Mad Mar
garet came into her own and
began to seem delightfully daft.
They made a great pair, particu
larly in their second act appear
ance as reformed District Visi
tors.
The minor roles were all done
more than adequately except for
the rather disconcerting inabil
ity of T. James Snodgrass as Sir
Roderic Murgatroyd to strike up
a singing acquaintance with the
proper pitch.
LaVahn Maesch was responsi
ble for preparing the choruses;
and he did an excellent job,
particularly with the women’s
chorus. The ladies were a great
asset to each of the scenes they
took part in and gave the en
sembles added strength and ac
curacy.
THE MEN’S chorus was a lit
tle more uneven vocally, but its
contribution was always ade
quate and it coped well with the
difficulties of the portrait scene,
the only place where the setting
suffered from the limitations of
the surrounded stage.
Far from being least in the
production was the work of Kath
leen Link as the piano accom
panist. Her playing was con
sistently excellent and was per
haps the most dependable per
formance of the evening.
The fact that neither the pres
ence of the piano accompaniment
nor the lack of an orchestra de
tracted from the performance is
credit to her skill
THE THREE
major male
roles of this production were all
taken by freshmen and over half
of the cast were freshmen and
sophomores. Considering the ar
tistic and box office success of
“ Ruddigore” perhaps the Law
rence Opera theatre will con
sider using this young talent to
expand its activities.
If they maintain the level of
last
week’s “ Ruddigore,”
it
would be an extremely welcome
addition.
LAWRENTIAN PETITIONS
DUE
Petitions for positions on the
1966-67 Lawrentian staff are
due by 4:30 p.m., Thursday,
Feb. 10 to Dick Teller, Phi
Tau or Mr. Marwin Wrolstad,
business office.

The QUARRY

M A G A Z IN E S and
TOBACCOS

4815 W. Prospect Avenue

Jerry’s Pipe Shop

Monday, Feb. 7—
Chubb and Sons
Eli Lilly and company
Lake Forest, Illinois schools
United Church Board for World
Ministries
Tuesday, Feb. 8—
Janesville, Wisconsin schools
Northwestern Mutual Life In
surance company
Wednesday, Feb. 9—
Armour Grocery Products
company
Racine, Wisconsin schools
Port Washington, New York
schools
Sentry Insurance
Thursday, Feb. 10—
Fullerton, California schools

Association Wom en
Offer County Grant
The Racine Branch of the Am
erican Association of University
Women is offering a $400 scholar
ship to a woman who is a legal
resident of Racine county enters
ing her junior year at a four-year
accredited institution in the fall
of 1966.
Eligible students may obtain
applications from the Dean’s of
fice or Miss Carol Lane, 813 Wolff
street, Racine, Wisconsin 53402.
They must be returned to Miss
Lane with a transcript of college
grades by April 1, 1966.

Review Article Tells
Of Student In 1859
Dr. Walter F. Peterson, asso
ciate professor of history has edit
ed an article “ Off to School in
1859; Albert Worden enters Law
rence university” for the fall is
sue of the Wisconsin Academy re
view.
The Review is published quar
terly by the Wisconsin Academy
of Sciences, Arts and Letters.
Worden was born in New York,
moved to Milwaukee with his fam
ily in 1848 and attended Lawrence
for two years. After serving in
the Union navy during the Civil
war, he took a law degree at the
University of Michigan and re
turned to practice in Milwaukee.
He was greatly interested in real
estate and civil affairs. For a time
he was harbor commissioner.
Worden’s letters home describe
Lawrence when there was only
one building on the campus. The
letters were obtained from Word
en’s grandson, Charles R. McCallum.
ENCAMPMENT PETITIONS
C. I. Eckert, chairman of the
Encampment Steering board,
has announced that petitions
are due by midnight on Sun
day, Feb. 20. Petitions may be
obtained and turned in to any
member of the steering board.

Hospital and Sick Room Supplies

215 W . College Avenue

Appleton, Wisconsin

One Stop Shop for all your Sewing Needs
The largest, most beautiful and best stockcd fabric store in town. We carry
a complete assortment of Cottons, Rayons, Synthetics, Prints, Woolens, etc.
Our NOTION DEPARTMENT will supply all your needs for sewing
PATTERNS: McCalls, Simplicity and Hutterick
S A T IS FA C T IO N G U A R A N T E E D O R Y O U R M O N E Y BACK

204 E. College Avenue
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The Trojan Women’ Dramatizes
W ar As ‘Prolonged Savagery’
By N E IL W. H IL L E R
“THE TROJAN W OM EN,” which will he presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday through
Saturday, Feb. 23-26 in Stansbury theatre, was originally performed in 415 B.C. in the
open-air theatre of Dionysus at Athens, a huge amphitheatre built into the hillside of
the Acropolis, which seated 18,000
persons. The seats were in tiers
on the hillside, and the spectators
were often in tears on the seats
for the ancient Athenians were ed
ucated and appreciative theatre
goers—and critical ones as well.
It is recorded in history that
on at least one occasion a partic
ularly offensive actor was nearly
stoned to death and that the first
version of Euripedes’"Hippolytus”
was hissed off the stage by an
outraged Athenian audience.
Even at the time Aristotle was
writing dramatic criticism the or
igins of the Greek theatre were
obscure. It is certain, however,
that dramatics grew out of re
ligious festivals.
AS ENGLISH drama critic Ivor
Brown has put it: “The history
of Greek theatre is a movement
from riot to rite to writing.”
According to scholars, the
masks of the actors and the chant
and mime of the Greek chorus
were both traditional and func
tional. Through research it has
been possible to construct a fairly
accurate picture of what Greek
theatre was like.
The basic problem which con
fronts a modern director and cast
of plays such as “The Trojan
Women” is that of transposing a
drama (which had enormous sig
nificance in its own time and
within its own tradition) across
2400 years of time to a different
audience without losing its sig
nificance.
ACCORDING to David Mayer
III, who is directing the Law
rence production, it is impossible
to present “The Trojan Women”
in the same way that the ancient
Greeks did.
“ We’re staging our production in
a tradition far removed from that
of the 5th century B. C. Greek

Theatre,” says M<<yer. “Our
drama isn’t part of a religious
festival; we use actresses in fe
male roles; we usually perform
without masks. Hie very fact
that we are staging a translation
is an immediate admission of the
distance in time and locale.’
If the number of technical and
artistic problems are great, May
er feels, the sense of obligation
to such a work “which says
something that needs to be said,”
is greater.
THE HARDEST task in plays
such as this falls on the chorus,
rather than on lead roles as in
much of modern drama. The tra
ditional function of the chorus is
to form a link between the stage
and the audience by both parti
cipating in and commenting upon
the action of the play.
“ The chorus is the spine, the
adhesive holding this play togeth
er,” according to Mayer. “ The
manner in which the actors have
grasped the spirit of the work,
and the intensity with which they
feel its significance, its concur
rent simplicity and its ironic
complexities, shows a deep under
standing for and identification
with it.”
It was Euripedes’ purpose in
“The Trojan Women” to show
that the effects of war were as
great upon the victor as upon the
vanquished: that war was not es
sentially an act of anger but a
prolonged savagery.
“ IF WE CAN re-create the in
tensity with which Euripides
showed his audience the dehu
manizing effects of war, one of
our purposes will have been ac
complished,” Mayer says.

* • •

The second performances of
“ No Exit” and “ I Spy” will be

FILM FIL E

Kafka’s . . . ‘The Trial’
by GORDON LUTZ
MAY W E REMIND you first of all of the Laurence
Olivier filmed version of “Othello,” in color at the Viking,
February 9 and 10 only. The idea of this production is
similar to that which brought us
the Burton-Gielgud “Hamlet” in
1964.
Film Classic’s presentation this
week is Orson Welles’ film of
Kafka’s “The Trial,” to be shown
in Stansbury on Sunday at 2 and
7:30 p.m.
Featured are Tony Perkins,
and Welles himself, as well as
Jeanne Moreau, Romy Schneider
Elsa Martinelli, and, of course,
Akim Tamiroff.
THE STORY of “The Trial” is
a fascinating study in ultra-civ
ilized terror, centering around a
young clerk, Joseph K, who is
arrested and finds himself faced
with an unnamed charge filed by
unnamed accusers.
We are party to his feeble at
tempts to disentangle reality from
imagination and nightmare.
Ernest Callenbach of Film
Quarterly described the film as
having “the close texture of mad

ness . . . “The Trial” is a fantasy
of an infinite asylum.”
IF THE FILM is not altogether
a success, it is because Welles
and Kafka do not always mix as
well as they might have.

But the picture shifts instead
from Kafka to Welles and back
again, -and the contributions of
both remain as creations of dis
tinctly separate spirits, never
wholly integrated into a single
vision.
The opening sequence of the
film that includes the credits is
a remarkable series of “anima
ted" drawings done by Alexandre
Alexeieff with his patented pin
board process.
The short, “A Night on Bare
Mountain,” is also by Alexeieff,
made in 1933 as a visual accom
paniment to Mousorsgky’s sym
phonic tone poem.

given in the Experimental thelatre at 7 p.m. this evening.
“ No Exit” was the second play
written by existentalist JeanPaul Sartre, who last year added
to his list of distinctions by be
coming the second person in his
tory to turn down the Nobel prize
for literature.
IN SARTRE’S play, devil pow
er is conserved in hell by placing
three people together in a roomthree people who will torture one
another by their mere presence.
Since it will be presented after
a Sartre play, one might call
Mortimer’s “I Spy” a satyr play.
It is, nonetheless, a play which
has excellent possibilities for cre
ative staging, and a (surprise)
happy ending as well.
Maya Duesberg is directing “No
Exit” and Dave Streit is direct
ing “ I Spy.”

• • •

SATURDAY and Sunday, Feb.
19-20 at 7 p.m., the second pair of
one act plays directed by the stu
dents will be presented.
They will be Susan Glaspell’s
“Trifles,” which will be directed
by Clare Plehn, and Jean Giraudoux’s “The Apollo of Bellac,”
which will be directed by Bernice
Marshall.
As it is cleverly hinted in the ti
tle of Miss Glaspell’s play, it is
“ trifles” which are the important
things in life.
WHEN A CERTAIN Mr. Wright
is found dangling at the end of a
rope in his bedroom, the sheriff
is sent to find out what the hang
up is. A canary with a broken
neck is the twist of the plot and
the important clue which the sher
iff overlooks.
“ The Apollo of Bellac” is also
a play with a simple premise:
“ The best career for a female is
to be a woman.” The play is a
typically poetic and entertaining
one by Frenchman Giraudoux.
According to anthologists Blook
and Shedd “Giraudoux sought in
his theatre of magic to capture the
free-wheeling irrationality which
he so prized in his countrymen and
which made him declare that
‘the mission of France is to in
furiate the world.’
Now how could he have had
deGaulle to say that?
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-NOTES FROM THE LEFT

The Draft
By BUD W ALSH
Of all the imperfections in Am
erica’s relatively liberal struc
ture of civil liberty, none is more
universal in its application nor
more repugnant in its effect than
the Selective Service system.
It robs a man of his dignity
more totally than any feeble
minded racial bigotry; and more
frequently than racial violence,
it takes his life.
One would assume that, what
ever else government may need
to regulate, a citizen of a “ free
society” would have the right
under law to make for himself
the fundamental moral decision
about what, if anything, is worth
killing and/or dying for.
Yet with two quantitatively broad
but ideologically narrow excep
tions, this decision is illegal in
the United States.
The first exception is the man
who believes it appropriate to his
role as citizen and as man to die
and to kill whenever the voice of
the Pentagon tells him to. He has
no mind, poses no problem, and
makes the ideal soldier.
The second exception is the man
who holds all war, in any circum
stance, a violation of his basic
“ religious” beliefs. He is punish
ed only with a slight social stig
ma and a few years of involun-

Chamber Group
To Make Debut
The Lawrence Chamber orches
tra will make its season debut in
a program of classic and contem
porary music at 4 p.m. Sunday,
Feb. 6, in the Chapel. Kenneth
Byler, associate professor of mu
sic, conducts the 24-piece student
ensemble.
Flutist Nan Orthmann, and obo
ist Ellen Larson are among four
soloists. They will be heard in the
F.Vivaldi Concerto in C Major,
XXIII, No. 30, for flute, oboe, two
violins and orchestra.
The solo violinists are Joan El
kins and Suzanne Driscoll.
Other music in the program in
cludes: Les Indes Galantes, by
Rameau; Introduction and Al
legro, Opus 8, by Nicolai Berezowsky; Ein musikalischer Spass, K,
522, and Allegro, from Ein kleine
Nachtmusik, K, 525. both by Mo
zart; and Rumanian Folk Dances,
by Bartók.

tary servitude (see Constitution)
in a non-killing capacity.
But this is a terribly broad
proposition to conscientiously af
firm. The number of us who hold,
for example. World War II im
moral, unjustifiable, and unnec
essary would certainly be fiar
smaller than the number of those
who could honestly apply those
terms to the Vietnamese war.
What is the legal status of the
fellow who believes that war is
only seldom an appropriate ac
tion? Or the man with no opin
ion on war in the abstract but
conscientiously opposed to this
concrete war? Or he who simply
believes that a misguided holy
war in Asia is not worth dying
for?
The law provides for him too.
Up to five years. There is a biU
before Congress to restrict Viet
nam "service” to volunteers, but
even in the unlikely event of pas
sage, this merely treats a single
symptom of the problem caused
by the Selective Service system.
There are three choices confront
ing the man in one of these catagories: he can fight; he can go
to prison, or he can claim C.O.
status. This may involve a diffi
cult choice between the idiotic
waste of up to five years of one’s
life and the hypocrisy of claiming
to believe what one does not.
“But", it might be argued, “ I
am a C.O. It’s the legal definition
of ‘C.O.’ that is wrong.” What of
the questions suggested by the
theory of the social contract?
What of duty to the state or the
community?”
These questions are indeed com
plicated. But the absolute unique
ness of the individual’s life makes
them too important for him to
allow anyone to decide them for
him. Peace!

For Distinctive
Merchandise

Treasure Box
Gift Shop
IVe welcome you to come in
and browse

313 E. College Ave.

SENIOR VOICE RECITAL
Karen Schiebler will present
her senior voice recital at 8
p.m., Thursday, Feb. 17, assited by Alice Smith at the
piano. Miss Schiebler’s pro
gram includes works by Lully,
Handel, Gretry, Poulenc, Wolf,

ACNE
spoiling yo ur fun?
USE

,

C EN A C
for Him /for Her

FRESHMAN STUDIES
LECTURE

Special on

Dr. E. Graham Waring, jr.,
and John M. Stanley, faculty
members in the department of
religion, will discuss Reinhold
Niebuhr’s book, “ Irony of
American History,” in separ
ate Freshman studies lectures
on Tuesday, Feb. 8 and Tues
day, Feb. 15, respectively in
Stansbury theatre.

SPORT SHIRTS and

AVIS
RENT-A-CAR
W EEKEN D SPECIAL!
Friday Noon Until
Monday, 9 a.m.

$4.00

PANTS

A DAY, PLUS 10c A MILE

BABB’S
Menswear

For Reservations . . . Call

123 W. College

105

East

Franklin

Street

RE 9-2346
Avis rents all makes of cars—
features Plymouth
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From the Ed ito rial Board

Law rentian Backs H arris
After reviewing the qualifications and platforms of the
Student Senate presidential candidates, the Lawrentian
feels that Craig Harris is the best suited for that position.
Harris’s dctive approach to the problems of Student Sen
ate and his realistic plan to attract student interest and
harking through student-initiated activity are timely and
appropriate
Although both Harris and his opponent, Bill Benowicz,
recognize the prevalence of student apathy towards and
within student government, we feel that Harris’s approach
—one of positive action beneficial to students themselves—
is ultimately more feasible than mere philosophical re-eval
uation.
Not that philosophical re-evaluation in itself is a bad
notion, but it is at best impractical. Any student who has
been in a position of responsibility knows that mass intro
spection accomplishes little.
The qualifications which the two candidates respective
ly present as demonstrations of their abilities clearly indi
cate that Benowicz has not been in a position with major
responsibilities; he has, rather, remained only on the fringe
of leadership.
In comparison, Harris has acted in capacities requiring
initiative and leadership, which we feel he has successfully
fulfilled. A clear example of this is his work as chairman
of the speakers committee which this year is attracting ex
cellent speakers to the campus.
A further question comparison of the platforms brings
to mind is that of method. Benowicz states he would begin
his term of presidency with a re-evaluation of Student
Senate. We queston the possibility and utility of such a
procedure and wonder why he is hesitant in his platform,
to describe how he would implement this re-evaluation.
Harris, contrastingly, offers constructive proposals
which would integrate student concern with senate pro
jects. Not only arc they good ideas; they can work.
Most notably Harris suggests adoption of a pass-fail
option for certain courses and a monthly meeting of stu
dents with a member of the administration. These ideas
are practicable and show a willingness to act rather than
just think.
Benowicz’s platform is singularly devoid of such mean
ingful proposals save the establishment of “regular hours
for all senate officers in the Contributor offnee of the
Union.”
It is clear that Harris’s platform and dynamic approach
are worthy of support. We urge you therefore to vote for
t'raig Harris for Student Senate president.
\mm

Concertmaster Abel to Play
In Chamber Music Series

Photo Exhibit Shows

V IO L IN IS T David Abel, concertmaster of the Oakland
(Calif.) Symphony orchestra, will perform in the Chamber
Music series at 8 p.m. Monday, Feb. 14 in Ilarper hall.

Ancient musical instruments are
the subject of a photo exhibit be
ing shown through Tuesday, Feb15 in the foyer of the MusicDrama center.
On display are 18 pictures of
rare instruments in the keyboard
family. Among them are a 17th
century French “ book” organ, an
18th century Psaltery; and a
glass armonica.

in s PROGRAM, third in
m the
series, is a return engagement
at Lawrence. It was almost ex
actly one year ago that Abel
made his debut here in a Pi
Kappa Lambda scholarship bene
fit program.
Abel, 30 jears old, was born
in Washington and is now a Cali
fornia resident. A pupil of the
eminent violinist, Naoum Blind
er, he made his debut at the age
of 14 with the San Francisco
symphony.
Since that time he has been
featured soloist with several or
chestras, among them the sym
phonies of Boston, Ix)s Angeles,
Milwaukee. Denver, Chicago, Ok
lahoma City and Baltimore.
THIS SEASON he is re-engaged
as soloist with the Minneapolis
symphony under conductor Stanislaw Skrowaczewski.
He was
heard previously with the or
chestra on a national tour.

NOT VERY FUNNY
A picture of former Law
rence president, Nathan M.
Pusey, a gift of a Lawrence
trustee, was stolen from its
place in the hallway of the
Union last week. Any informa
tion of its whereabouts may
be directed to Mrs. Towers,
ext. 254.

Abel caught public attention in
1964, when he was a finalist in the
23rd Leventritt Interna I i o n a 1
competition for violinists.
He has since had two Town
Hall recitals and has appeared
at the National gallery, Wash
ington, D.C., and on the Vancou
ver, B.C., Great Artists’ series.
ABEL TOURS extensively as
violinist
with
the Francesco
Chamber trio of San Francisco.
His solo tours are made under
auspiees of the Edgar M. Leven
tritt foundation. His concert here,
and the remainder of the Cham
ber Music series, is sold out.

Ancient Instruments

Other pictures show a 17th cen
tury Roman Baroque harpsichord,
a 19th century American piano
built by Nunns and Clark, and an
18th century French “bird” or
gan.
The collection is loaned by Dr.
Edgar M. Turrentine, associate
professor of music.

THE BEST CUT
IN TOWN

CLIFF’S BARBER SHOP
155 North Morrison

The HENCHMEN
from Milwaukee

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5th

Dr. Chaney to Give
Convocation Address
Dr. William A. Chaney, associ
ate professor of history, will give
a convocation address entitled
“ Lawrence During the Renais
sance" at 10:40 a.m. Thursday,
Feb. 17, in the Chapel.
He received B.A. and Ph. D.
degrees in history from the Uni
versity of California, Berkeley.
He was for one year a Sigmund
Martin Heller Traveling fellow of
the University of California, and
for three years a junior fellow of
the Society of Fellows, Harvard
university.
Dr. Chaney’s studies and publi
cations have focused on the Ang
lo-Saxon kings and Ecclesiastical
thought. He pursued the topics in
1959 and 1960 in England. Spain,
Greece and other European coun
tries while on leave of absence
from the university.

Th e R A V E N 0
“Where the Action Is”

3 miles west of Neenah on highway 114

ZENITH TVs
COLOR - B and W - PORTABLE
RADIOS and STEREOS
Phono Needles, Batteries, Service

Suess TV and Radio
306 East College Avenue

Ladies’ and Men’s

SHOE RE PAI RI NG
M EN ’S TENNIS and BASKETBALL SHOES

PERFECT
for the modern miss . . . soft
chrome leather and plastic
handbags. Choose yours from
neat clutch and casual styles
at Pah-low’s. $3.00 and $3.50
plus tax.

PAH-LOW’S
Luggage — Gifts
303 VV. College Ave.
On the Street of Quality

Wood and Stream Hunting and Fishing Boots

B0NSHIRE SHOES for MEN
Free Heel Plates with each pair of New Men’s Shoes

Jerry Lyman
SHOE
309 W. College Ave.

SERVICE
Across from Penney’s & Sears

Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 9-10
Matinee 1:30 — Evening 8 p.m.

Larry's ^
Cleaners
1 Hour Service
122 South W alnut

i. Phone 734-6602
» V .V .W .W W V .V W .V /.S

LAURENCE
A C T U A L PERFO RM A N CE
O F THE
N ATIONAL THEATRE
O F G R EA T BRITAIN

I
i

O L IV IE R
O TH ELLO l

T h e g r o a te s t
O tlie llo e v e r b y
tlie g r e a te s t a c t o r
o f o u r tim e .

TECHNICOLOR* PANAVISION* FROM WARNER BROS.
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Swimmers Beaten By
Tough UWM Squad
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IN SPITE of several fine efforts, the Viking swimming
team was defeated by strong U\\M team last Saturday
by a score of 55-40. 1he most outstanding performance of
the day was turned in by the
Lawrence medley relay team of
John Sanders, Ken Melnick, Fred
Nordeen, and Pete House.
THEY SET a new pool and
varsity record of 4:02.9, which is
only .5 seconds off the Midwest
conference record.
Other first places were posted
by Pete House in the 200-yd. in
dividual medley with a turn* of
2:24.
Larry Wilson turned in another
fine performance in diving, tak
ing first place against a capable
UWM diver.
THE OTHER individual winner
was Nordeen in the 200-yd. but
terfly with a time of 2:33.5.
Those taking second places
were Hugh Denison in the 200
and 500-yd. freestyle, John San
ders in the 200-yd. backstroke,
and Melnick in the 200-yd. breast
stroke.
In action two weeks ago, the
Viking swimmers dunked Ripon’s
Redmen in a dual meet by a
score of 72-20, and the freshman
team won by a score of 49-39.
IN THE varsity meet, Law
rence took first place in every
event but the 100-yd. freestyle.
Pete House, keeping up on his
habit of breaking records, set a
new pool and varsity record in
the 50-yd. freestyle with a time
of 22.7 seconds and a varsity rec
ord in the 500-yd. freestyle with
a time of 5:47.9.
Other firsts in the medley re
lay composed of John Sanders,
Ken Melnick, Fred Nordeen, and

Dana Zitek; the 200-yd. freestyle
and the 200-yd. backstroke by
Hugh Denison; the 200-yd. individ
ual medley by Sanders; the one
meter diving by Larry Wilson;
the 200-yd. butterfly by Nordeen;
the 200-yd. breaststroke by Mel
nick; and the freestyle relay of
Nordeen, Zitek, Denison, and
House.
The freshmen were outstand
ing in their first dual meet of
the season, in which two fresh
man records were smashed. Carl
Liebich turned in a time of 23.7
seconds to win the 50-yd. free
style and set a new freshman
record, and the freestyle relay
team of Liebich, Dick Stoekwell,
Steve Graham, and Tocher Mit
chell set a new record of 3:47.2.
OTHERS taking first places
were Mitchell in the 200-yd. free
style and the 200-yd. individual
medley, Liebich in the 100-yd.
freestyle, and Graham in the 200yd. backstroke.
The swimmers are in the final
month of their season. However
this month should prove to be
the toughest month of the season.
This weekend the Vikings play
host to Grinnell on Friday at 4
p.m., and on Saturday they are
host to Cornell at 1:30.
The remainder of the schedule
includes Oshkosh State univer
sity, Stevens Point State univer
sity, and Beloit. The culmination
of the season will be the Mid
west conference meet at Law
rence on March 4-5.

V IK IN G D IV E R competes against Universi ty of Wisconsin at Milwaukee. Although
Larry Wilson took first place in the diving, the Vikes lost 55-40. The swimmers took
on Grinnell yesterday and Cornell today. If they continue to break as many records
as they have in the past, the team should be one of Lawrence’s strongest.

PICTURE FRAMING
ART SUPPLIES
ART BOOKS

PAINT and ART
CENTER
606 N. Lawe
RE 4-3272

THE V IK IN G ’S basketball team underwent another unsuccessful road trip as they
dropped lower in the conference standngs and ran their conference record to 1-8 , losing
to Beloit 101-76 and to Coe 102-86. The games were both lopsided, but in each there was
a slight glimmer of hope for the
of the second half to lead the
But the Kohawks were not to be
more optimistic Viking fans.
Buc’s spurt to victory.
The Vikes did not contribute
much either as they had numer
ous turnovers and violations in
the second half, all of which
amounted to a 101-76 victory for
the Buccaneers.
SATURDAY night in Cedar Ra
pids the game started differently,
but ended much the same as the
Vikes took it on the chin from
Coe. 102-86. Coe had been tied
with Lawrence for eighth place
with identical 1-6 records before
this weekend.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA basketball players show the
toueh defense which led them through an undefeated sea
son of sorority competition. Delta Gamma was second, and
Alpha Delta Pi, Phi Beta Pi andKappa Delta all tied for
third.

\
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eto n

state

bank

Member FDIC and Valley Bancorporation

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART
and DRAFTING MATERIALS

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.
209 East College Avenue

Viice Cagers Drop Qames
To Beloit and Coe Teams
AGAINST Beloit, the Vikes
looked like they had finally jelled.
The Bucs were taller and more
experienced, but Lawrence stay
ed with them for the first half.
Good floor play and defense gave
the Vikes a 46-46 tie at halftime.
But early in the second half,
Don Rudolf, a senior center for
the Bucs got hot. Rudolf, who had
been the league’s top scorer for
the first part of last season, had
his first real big scoring game in
almost <a year, as he hit 13 of his
29 points in the first ten minutes

J

denied that night. They started
off strongly, quickly pulling to an
8-10 point lead and holding it the
rest of the first half. The Vikes,
who were down nine at halftime
did nothing to close the gap and
slowly drifted further behind. ..
The Kohawks played their best
game of the season by far. Their
previous high had been 72 points
and against Lawrence they shot
better than 50 per cent from the
floor.
THE highest point of the entire
road trip was Dick Schultz’s per
formance on Saturday. Schultz
scored 33 points, led the team in
rebounds and most important,
made almost no mistakes. His
33 points are the most points a
Lawrence player has scored this
year.
Carleton secured its hold on
first place by beating its two
primary rivals last weekend. The
Carls ran their record to 10-1 by
beating Monmouth easily and
edging Knox in overtime. This
puts the Scots in second place
now with a 7-2 record and Knox
in third with a 5-2 mark.
The Vikes take on Knox today
after playing Monmouth yester
day.
Monmouth, sporting a 7-2 rec
ord, is in the thick of the battle
for the conference title and the
Scots will not be taking any
chances against Lawrence.
Knox shares fourth place with
Ripon with a 5-4 record and the
team has an overall season mark
of 7-5.

Appleton, Wsconsin

Planning a Dance . ..
or Dinner . . . or Meeting?

The SEASONS
The SEAWAY SUITE

O

h

w

n

MOTOR HOTEL

Accommodations for Groups to 465

For

VALENTINES
TAKE YOUR DATE TO
Frank & Pat's

¡PIZZA PALACE
815 West College Ave.

RE 4-9131

FREE DORM D E L IV E R Y on Two or More
PIZZAS . . . until 1 :00 a.m.

Phi Delts Control First Rank
As Quad Squad Tilts Continue

I ’age Eight

The L A W R E N T IA N

Saturday, Feb. 5, 1966

THE INTERFRA TERN ITY basketball season passed
halfway mark this weekend and started into the second
and final round. 1he Phi Delts continued to dominate,
the

thwarting another strong attempt
to dethrone them, this one staged
by the Delts.
THE DELTS, despite their loss
to the Phis, remained in a tie for
second place with the Betas, who
won twa games, beating the Sig
Eps and the Fijis.
The Phi Delts opened last Friday against the Phi Taus, easily
downing them, 63-34. Bob Krohn
was high-man in the game, scoring 27 points which is the high
for the year. Chuck Drdla topped
the Taus with 18.
The Betas, who had lost two
straight, bounced back into the
race with a 62-45 victory over the
Sig Eps. The Betas showed good
balance: John Scales with 18,
Rod Clark, 15; and Bruce Elliott,
14. Bill Wagner led the Sig Eps
with 1£ points.
MEANWHILE, the Delts rolled
to their fourth straight victory,
romping the Fijis, 45-25. Dick
Briden was high man for the
Delts with 13 while Greg Wille
had 11 for the Fijis.
In the biggest game of the
week, the Delts and Phi Delts badtied it out for first. The Delts
played well, staying with the Phis
basket for basket, and the game
was tied 16-16 at halftime.
But the Phi Delts showed their
traditional spurt, outscoring the
Delts 19-7 in the third quarter.

leading the spurt was Gary Hietpas who got 15 of his 21 points in
the second half. The final score
was 46-34.
Tin*: BETAS won their fourth
and the hapless Fijis dropped
their sixth straight, as John
Scales shot 20 and Bruce Elliott
21, to down the Fijis 19-38. Doug
Opel led the Fijis with 11.
In a close battle, the Eps down
ed the Taus, 40-38. The Taius led
at half-time 24-19, and at the end
of the third quarter 32-26.
But Bob Uhe caught fire in the
fourth period and led the Eps to
a come-from-behind 40-38 victory.
Uhe led the Sig Eps with 17 and
West led the Taus with 14.
The full schedule of interfraternity sports is now underway,
Ping-pong began this week as
did bowling. Handball is due to
start next week,
STANDINGS
Phi Delts 6
0
Betas
4
2
Delts
4
2
Si Eps
3
3
Taus
1
5
Fijis
0
6
Leading Scorers
G Fg Ft T Av.
Krohn (PD)
6 44 13 101 16.8
Clark (B)
5 30 16 76 15.2
Uhe (SE)
6 31 16 76 12.7
Scales <B)
6 31 11 72 12.0

by RO DNEY A. CLARK
In this season of trial and tribulation for Viking basket
ball fans, it seems that the less said about each game the
better. Rarely have Vikes played up to their potential, los
ing more games because of mistakes than as a result of be
ing outmanned.
Instead of discussing the team’s play it might be more
interesting to investigate a few of the top performances
produced in the past.
Dick Schultz’s fine performance last week in scoring
33 points quickly brings to mind the question, “What’s the
record for the most points scored by a Lawrence eager in
one game?” It seems this record is held by Joel Ungrodt
who scored 41 points in 1964. Ungrodt also holds two other
individual records; most points in one season; 445 in 196263; most career points: 1247, 1961-64.
The high scoring records for a Viking team are: one
game, 106 vs. Northland, 1965-66; against a conference
opponent, 95 vs. Knox, 1963-64.
*

*

*

The hopes of the Viking wrestlers' took a blow this
week as two of its members came down with a skin disease
which can keep them from competition due to its infectious
ness. Earl Try on and Mark Hoskins will both be out of
action.
Tryon’s case may be severe enough to keep hin out of
competition for as much as a month, which would hinder
the team’s attack on the conference title. Hoskin’s case is
less severe but will keep him inactive for a least a week.
*

*

THIS Y E A R ’S varsity wrestling team, so far undefeated, are (front, 1. to r.) Earl Tryon, Jerry Clifford, Jerry Nightingale, Harvey Takemoto, Steve Fisher, and Neil Russell;
(back, 1. to r.) Jeff Brennecke, Bill Mittlefehldt, Rich Agness, Al Blomgren, and Mark
Hoskins.

Vike Wrestlers
Crush Chicago
For Eighth Win
The Lawrence wrestling team
rolled to their biggest win of the
year as they crushed the Univer
sity of Chicago last Saturday, 433.
This was the eighth consecutive
victory for the undefeated Vikes
who notched eight pins in winning
nine out of ten bouts.
This Saturday the Vikes return
to conference play as they face
Ripon at the gym at 1:30. The
Vike grapplers are 5-0 in confer
ence play while the Redmen have
yet to score their first victory.
Although the Redmen have been
unable to win as a team they
have strong individual wrestlers
who should give the Vike wrest
lers a stiff test.
Last week Neil Russell (115)
turned in the only decision as he
easily defeated his Chicago foe.
Jeff Brennecke (191) turned in the
meet’s fastest pin as he downed
his foe in an incredible thirty
seconds.
Bill Mittlefehldt ,a heavyweight
for this meet, Earl Trvon (160),
Mark Hoskins (152), Jerry Night
ingale (137), and Harvey Takemoto (130) were others who turn
ed in pins.
Rich Agness, the Vikes’ star
177 pounder, added another pin,
his seventh of the season, to re
main undefeated (9-0) for the
year. Captain Al Blomgren, 167
pounds, also pinned his foe to run
his record to eight wins and a
tie.
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HEAR...

PROGRAM X
AL SCHILLER
M ONDAY thru FRID A Y
7:30-10:30 p.m.

on W H B Y — 1230 on Every Dial

G E N U IN E

SCOTCH

G R A IN S
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The most unusual basketball contest in the Midwest
conference took place at St. Olaf a couple of weeks ago.
The Oles were leading Coe by one point; Coe had the ball
out of bounds and there were only scconds remaining.
A Coe player threw the ball in bounds, bouncing it off
the backboard, and another Coe player tipped it in to put
the Cohawks in the lead.
But one official ruled that it was illegal to throw the
ball in bounds off the backboard and awarded the ball to
St. Olaf, disallowing the basket. St. Olaf stalled the time
out and retired to their dressing room thinking they hacj
won.
A visiting coach who was scouting the game, however,
and the Coe coach finally convinced the officials that the
rule stated that it was illegal to throw the ball in bounds off
the rjm, but said nothing about the backboard. The officials
called both teams back onto the court and ruled that an
overtime period be played.
Coe won. registering its first Midwest conference victory
of the year. Maybe there is a supreme justice . . .

?

AP P L E T ON
NOW
DIRECT FROM ITS PREMIERE SHOWINGS.
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT AT SPECIAL
PRICES. NO RESERVED SEATS.

NOW EVERYONE CAN SEE

THE MOST LOVERLY
MOTION PICTURE OF ALL TIME!
Winner of 8
Academy
Awards
including

Lady Bostonians
The classic moccasin styled with a saucy mantailored touch in pebble-textured scotch grain. Ex
quisitely crafted! Excruciatingly comfortable! Just
stop in and try on a pair—but bring money...you
may want to wear them home.

$14.00 . . . Exclusively
i
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Best Picture, Q , MJi
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H E C K E R T S H O E CO.

